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Introduction 
Air pollutants exert a wide range of impacts on 
biological, physical, and economic systems. Their effects 
on human health are of particular concern. The decrease 
in respiratory efficiency and impaired capability to 
transport oxygen through the blood caused by a high 
concentration of air pollutants may be hazardous to those 
having pre-existing respiratory and coronary artery 
disease (Rao and Rao, 2000). Consequently, it has 
become a vital task to accurately keep track of the 
variation of ambient air pollution levels in urban areas. 
Natural phenomena are mostly a time series with 
some degree of randomness. Pollutants in the 
atmosphere may disperse or concentrate during varied 
time periods. Previous studies (Giorgio and Piero, 1996) 
have indicated that the date. of ambient air quality are 
stochastic time series, thereby making it possible to make 
a short-term forecast on the basis of historical data. 
Though models may be imperfect, they are the best tool 
for use in all aspect of air quality planning where 
prediction is a major component such as for emission 
control (Melas et al., 2000), accidental release of pollutant, 
land-use planning, traffic planning (Hadjiiski and Hopke, 
2000), planning of measurement programs (Rao and Rao, 
2000) analyses of measurements/trends and episode 
forecasting (melas et al., 2000). 
The neural networks (Principe and Kuo, 1995) have 
emerged out to be more flexible, less assumption 
dependent and adaptive methodology in environment 
related areas such as rainfall runoff modeling, stream 
flow forecasting (fhirumalaiah and Deo, 1998), ground 
water modeling water management policy, precipitation 
forecasting, hydrologic (AXCE, 2000a, 200b), remote 
sensing and GIS related activities, real time control of 
water treatment plants, water quality and air quality 
management (Boznar et al., 1993), adsorbent beds design 
(Basheer and Najjar, 1996), and hazardous waste 
management. 
T he present study investig;ttes the advantage of 
ensemble of neural networks (Haykin, 2000) for 
forecasting the air pollution. The aim is to find accurate 
air quality predictors, which can work with low number 
of data sets and should be robust enough to handle data 
with noise and errors. The objectives of the study are as 
follows: 
• To implement various available variations of neural
network models for predicting air quality.
• To collect suitable data sets for multiple air quality
parameters - containing daily average pollutant
concentrations at a specific location.
• To conduct exhaustive simulations using developed
models with hourly data.
• To perform comparative study to identify suitable
air quality prediction model(s) for hourly (short-term)
data.
• To develop ensemble model for the developed air
quality prediction models.
Why Ensemble of Neural Networks? 
Whether a model is neural networks model (Haykin, 
2000) selected systematically or not, it is clear that the 
remaining neural networks models that were developed 
and discarded contain potentially valuable information 
about the problem. It has become clear that prediction 
models could also be improved by the combination of 
multiple models into one, an approach called ensemble 
modeling. Many engineering applications have been 
demonstrated using ensembles (Barai and Reich, 1999). 
There are two kinds of approaches for ensemble 
modeling: Opportunistic and Principled. The opportunistic 
approach emerges from the usual iterative data modeling 
process. During this process, various models are studied, 
the problem is gradually better understood. Finally we 
select the best model and discard others. Instead of 
discarding these models ensemble modeling combines 
them into one as shown in Figure 1. If the models are 
quite different (i.e. diverse) and reasonably good, the 
ensemble will improve upon the best of them. We 
demonstrate this approach in the present context. The 
principal approach seeks to generate systematically a set 
of as accurate as possible and diverse models from which 
a single model is composed. The model of this kind is 
described elsewhere (Barai and Reich, 1999). 
Implementation of Various Neural Networks 
Models 
For the present study following various neural 
network models have been implemented in MATLAB 
software (Math works, 2000) using Neural Networks 
Tool box (Demuth and Beale, 1992). 



